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ABSTRACT

This study aims to propose sixth-order two-derivative improved Runge-Kutta type 
methods adopted with exponentially-fitting and trigonometrically-fitting techniques 
for integrating a special type of third-order ordinary differential equation in the form 

.  The procedure of constructing order conditions comprised 
of a few previous steps, k-i for third-order two-derivative Runge-Kutta-type methods, has 
been outlined. These methods are developed through the idea of integrating initial value 
problems exactly with a numerical solution in the form of linear composition of the set 
functions and for exponentially fitted and and for trigonometrically-
fitted with . Parameters of two-derivative Runge-Kutta type method are adapted 
into principle frequency of exponential and oscillatory problems to construct the proposed 
methods. Error analysis of proposed methods is analysed, and the computational efficiency 

of proposed methods is demonstrated in 
numerical experiments compared to other 
existing numerical methods for integrating 
third-order ordinary differential equations 
with an exponential and periodic solution.

Keywords: Exponentially-fitted, third-order ordinary 

differential equations, trigonometrically-fitted, two-

derivative runge-kutta methods 
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INTRODUCTION

Third-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are widely applied in the fields of 
engineering and physic, such as thermohaline convection, incompressible Newtonian fluid, 
turbulent transport of viscoelastic fluids in penetrable channels, jerk mechanical system 
with jerk curves, thin film flow systems and other disciplines (Herrera, 2019; Allogmany 
& Ismail, 2020). 

This article focuses on developing an improved two-derivative Runge-Kutta type 
method with exponentially and trigonometrically fitting techniques based on frequency 
evaluation for integrating third-order ODEs with exponential or oscillatory solution 
(Equation 1).

, .

   
                            (1)

In recent, many research are widely studied by researchers regarding the characteristics 
of solutions with frequency-dependent properties and the development of efficient 
methods to solve ODEs with exponential and oscillatory solutions to illustrate the model 
of application problems such as orbital mechanics, molecular dynamics and electronics, 
Van der Pol’s equations, Kepler’s problem in a dynamical system, Bessel equations and 
harmonic oscillator (Franco & Randez, 2018; Ahmad et al., 2020).  

Simos and Williams (1999) constructed exponentially and trigonometrically fitted 
Runge-Kutta methods with order three for solving the Schrödinger equation. The numerical 
results proved the efficiency of the proposed methods. Then, Zhang et al. (2013) extended 
Simos and Williams’ works by proposing fifth-order trigonometrically fitted two-derivative 
Runge-Kutta (TDRK) methods for solving the Schrödinger equation. The stability and 
phase properties of the proposed methods are investigated. Some research concentrate on 
solving application problems through TDRK methods. Chen et al. (2015) applied newly 
developed TDRK method oscillatory properties in integrating oscillatory genetic regulatory 
systems, which is important to illustrate the chemical reaction in living cells. Monovasilis 
and Kalogiratou (2021) developed amplification-fitted and phase-fitted seventh-order 
TDRK methods with frequency-reliant coefficients. Proposed methods are built based on 
minimised dispersion and dissipation error, leading to high efficiency in solving Stiefel 
and Bettis and harmonic oscillator problems. 

Also, some research is on constructing direct methods with exponential and 
trigonometric fitting techniques for integrating high-order ODEs with exponential and 
trigonometric solutions. D’Ambrosio et al. (2014) revised the multistage Runge-Kutta-
Nyström method with the exponentially-fitting technique for integrating special second-
order ODEs with periodic or oscillatory solutions. Demba et al. (2016) applied the Simos 
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technique in developing the symplectic explicit Runge-Kutta-Nyström method with a 
trigonometrically-fitting technique. Mei et al. (2017) implemented finite-energy conditions 
into the traditional Runge-Kutta-Nyström method to solve nonlinear wave equations. 
Zhai et al. (2018) constructed implicit symplectic and symmetric and exponentially-fitted 
Runge-Kutta-Nyström with linear combinations of exponential functions to solve second-
order oscillatory problems. Two years later, Samat and Ismail (2020) derived a four-stage 
explicit sixth-order hybrid method with variable steps based on a trigonometrically-fitting 
technique. Demba et al. (2020) developed 5(3) embedded explicit Runge-Kutta-Nyström 
methods with an exponentially-fitting technique to reduce the computational cost in error 
estimation for solving special second-order ODEs with a periodic solution. The variable 
step-size technique is utilised for the derivation of the methods, and the numerical results 
proved the efficiency of the methods by generating more accurate results than other existing 
methods.

Some researchers are interested in developing the Improved Runge-Kutta (IRK) 
method, which comprises a few previous terms in the formulation to compute the future 
value. Several previous terms, such as b-i and k-i are inserted in the formulation to improve 
the method’s accuracy in numerical integration. Rabiei (2011) proposed the improved 
Runge-Kutta methods and attained an order of up to five. Later, the stability of the 
methods was discussed as well. Rabiei and Ismail (2012) also constructed the improved 
Runge-Kutta method for solving first and second ODEs by presenting the new terms k-i, 
which is the previous step of ki. Another modified, improved Runge-Kutta fifth-order five-
stage technique is proposed by Senthilkumar et al. (2013) to solve a second-order robot 
arm problem. The study illustrates the importance of improved methods of visualising 
application problems. IRK method is not only used to solve first-order ODEs, but some 
researchers utilised IRK method to solve high-order ODEs or other types of differential 
equations. Hussain et al. (2017) emphasised solving high-order ODEs, and they developed 
a fourth-order improved RK method with a lower number of function evaluations for 
solving third-order ODEs directly. The stability polynomial of the proposed method was 
studied, and the great numerical performance of the method was proved by yielding a 
low maximum absolute error. Tang and Xiao (2020) modified the classical IRK methods 
into improved Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev methods based on spatial discretisation of partial 
differential equations (PDEs). The width of the stability domain increased significantly, 
and the proposed methods are applied to solve several numerical problems, including 
advection-diffusion-reaction equations with dominating advection.

However, there is no improved two-derivative Runge-Kutta type method with 
exponentially and trigonometrically fitting techniques developed in the current research field 
for solving high-order ODEs. Thus, we propose a three-stage sixth-order explicit improved 
two-derivative Runge-Kutta type method with exponentially and trigonometrically fitting 
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techniques, denoted as EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 methods, to solve third-order ODEs 
with exponential and oscillatory solutions. Nonoscillatory and oscillatory properties of 
third-order ODEs are discussed. We developed order conditions for an improved TDRKT 
method. Then, exponentially-fitted and trigonometrically-fitted improved TDRKT 
methods are derived by adapting a linear combination of frequency-dependent coefficients 
and constructed EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 methods. Analysis of error for EFIRKT6 and 
TFIRKT6 methods was discussed. The numerical performance of EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 
methods and other existing numerical methods are shown. This article ends with a 
discussion and conclusion.

METHODOLOGY

The explicit three-stage sixth-order two-derivative improved Runge-Kutta type method 
with exponentially and trigonometrically fitting techniques are proposed. Here we introduce 
the criteria for achieving nonoscillatory and oscillatory properties of third-order ordinary 
differential equations.

Oscillatory and Nonoscillatory Standard for Third-Order Linear Differential 
Equations

The oscillatory and nonoscillatory standards for third-order ordinary differential equations  
are mentioned as follows (Lee et al., 2020):

               (2)

Equation 2 consists of an oscillatory solution if both α(t) and β(t) are constant, negative 
and fulfil the following requirement in Equation 3:

.       (3)

then two linear independent oscillatory solutions exist, and zeroes of any oscillatory 
solutions are split in which the oscillatory solution of Equation 2 is a linear combination 
of them (Lazer, 1966). The solution of Equation 2 is oscillatory iff it contains an infinite 
number of zeroes in (0, +∞) and nonoscillatory iff it contains a finite number of zeroes in 
(0, +∞). We focus on β(t) = 0 as follow:

1. = , , the solution of characteristic roots equations 
contains exponential function if those equations contain two real solutions and 
one zero.

2. = , ,the solution of characteristic roots equations 
contains an oscillatory function if those equations contain one real solution and 
two conjugate roots.
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Exponentially-Fitted and Trigonometrically-Fitted Two-Derivative Improved 
Runge-Kutta Type Methods

The criteria for developing an explicit two-derivative improved Runge-Kutta type method 
with exponentially and trigonometrically fitting techniques denoted as EFIRKT and 
TFIRKT methods will be proposed. Here we include two parameters, γi and i,into and 

to implement oscillatory properties into the formulation of the two-derivative Runge-
Kutta-type TDIRKT method as in Equation 4.

where
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for i = 1, 2, ..., s.        (4)

The parameters for the TDIRKT method are and i for i 
= 1, 2, ..., s. TDIRKT method is explicit if all = 0 and i ≤ j and elsewhere 
for implicit TDIRKT method. The general TDIRKT method is modified into the form of 
Butcher tableau, which is exhibited in Table 1.

Table 1 
General formulation for TDIRKT methods in butcher tableau

Order Conditions of TDIRKT Method

Order conditions for explicit TDIRKT method up to order 7 are shown in Equations 5 to 17. 

The order conditions of u:

Fifth order:   ,    (5)

Sixth order:   ,     (6)

Seventh order:   ,      (7)

The order conditions of :

Fourth order:   ,      (8)
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Fifth order:  ,             (9)

Sixth order:  ,          (10)

Seventh order:   , ,        (11)

The order conditions of :

Second order:  ,             (12)

Third order:  + ,          (13)

Fourth order:  ,             (14)

Fifth order:  ,           (15)

Sixth order:   , ,       (16)

Seventh order:  , ,

   , , (17)

The coefficients of the improved TDRKT method with three-stages sixth order are shown 
in Table 2 in the form of Butcher tableau (Equation 18).

Table 2 
The improved TDRKT method with a three-stage sixth order

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
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where

                       (18)

Exponentially-Fitted TDIRKT Method

To develop an exponentially-fitted two-derivative improved Runge-Kutta-type method, 
we integrate eωx and e−ωx at every stage. The relations and 

, we get the following Equations 19 to 21:

,       (19)

,       (20)

,        (21)

Similarly, we integrate eωx and e−ωx corresponding to u, u′ and u,′′ we obtain Equations 
22 to 24. 

   (22)

         (23)

        (24)

where . The relation  and are substituted in Equations 22 to 24.

Here, we obtain hyperbolic functions of v as in Equation 25. 

,
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   (25)

Solving Equations 19 to 21, the coefficients and can be determined 
as Equations 26 to 30:

                 (26)

                     (27)

                    (28)

,        (29)

                          (30)

Then, Equations 26 to 30 are integrated by replacing with Equation 18, and we get the 
terms as in Equation 31.
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        (31)

Equation 31 can be further modified through Taylor series expansion, yield Equation 32.
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Afterwards, the coefficients in Equation 25 are utilised to obtain parameters 
and through Taylor series expansion, yielding Equation 33.

            

(32)
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where ,  

Trigonometrically-Fitted Improved TDRKT Method

Trigonometrically-fitted improved TDRKT method can be derived by substituting v = wh 
with iwh and solving Equations 19 to 21 to obtain the coefficients.

                     (34)

                  (35)

             (36)

,        (37)

                           
              (38)

Later, Equations 34 to 38 are solved by substituting Equation 18.

(33)
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Equation 39 is then modified through Taylor series expansion, generating Equation 40:

+ 

+

 
 
 

(39)
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+ 

+ 

+

+ 
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+
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(40)

Afterwards, the coefficients in Equation 40 are utilised to obtain parameters 
and through Taylor series expansion, yielding Equation 41.

+ 
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where ,  

As v→0, the coefficients and of the proposed methods will 
return to the coefficients of the original form. It means that both EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 
methods have the same error constant as the three-stage, sixth-order improved TDRKT 
method.

Error Analysis of EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 Methods

Local truncation errors (LTE) for and for EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 
methods are analysed in this part. Here, Taylor series expansion is applied over the step 

+ 

+ 

+ ,

+ ,

(41)
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size, h, for the exact solution, u (tn + h) and its derivatives, and .. Then, 
we get local truncation errors of and as Equation 42:

   
               (42)

where and are the approximation solutions for and .

Both EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 methods contain algebraic order p if 

and 

LTE of and of proposed methods are shown as in 
Equations 43 to 45:

(43)

            
               (44)

 
          

(45)
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The order for both EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 methods is six since the entire coefficients 
are up to h6 = 0. Thus, LTE = .  By comparison, p = 6.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 methods solve  with exponential or 
oscillatory solutions and application problems. Problems 1 to 4 are third-order exponential 
problems, while problems 5 to 7 are third-order trigonometrical problems. The proposed 
method was also used to test the efficiency in solving the application problem, thin-film 
flow, in problem 8. The proficiency of EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 methods are demonstrated 
as they are contrasted with the classic Runge-Kutta method and Runge-Kutta direct methods 
with exponentially-fitted and trigonometrically-fitted techniques. The selected comparative 
methods contain fitting techniques or have similar order to the proposed methods. 
The selected methods as below are compared numerically: 

• EFIRKT6: Three-stage sixth-order explicit improved TDRKT method with 
exponentially-fitting technique.

• TFIRKT6: Three-stage sixth-order explicit improved TDRKT method with 
trigonometrically-fitting technique.

• EFTDRKT6: Exponentially-fitted explicit TDRKT method with three stages sixth-
order, the exponential technique is implemented into the method constructed by 
Lee et al. (2020)

• TFTDRKT6: Trigonometrically fitted explicit TDRKT method with three stages 
sixth-order, the trigonometrical technique is implemented into the method 
constructed by Lee et al. (2020)

• RK6S: Explicit RK method with seven-stage sixth order developed by Al-
Shimmary (2017)

• EFRKT5: Four-stage fifth-order exponential-fitted explicit Runge-Kutta type 
method developed by Ghawadri et al. (2018)

• TFRKT5: Trigonometrically-fitted explicit Runge-Kutta-type method with four 
stages fifth order, developed by Ghawadri et al. (2018)

• ATDRKT6: Trigonometrically-fitted explicit two-derivative Runge-Kutta method 
with four stages sixth order, developed by Ahmad et al. (2019)

Problem 1 (Exponential problem)
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whose analytic solution is 

Problem 2 (Exponential problem)

   

whose analytic solution is 

Problem 3 (Exponential problem)

 

whose analytic solution is 
 

Problem 4 (Exponential problem)

whose analytic solution is 

Problem 5 (Trigonometrical problem)

whose analytic solution is 
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Problem 6 (Trigonometrical problem)

                            
 

whose analytic solution is 
Problem 7 (Trigonometrical problem)

                                

whose analytic solution is 

Problem 8 (Application problem)

Application Problem of Third-Order ODEs-Thin Film Flow

We consider the famous fluid dynamic and engineering problem, the thin film flow of fluid 
transporting over the solid surface. Usually, thin film flow simulates thermal and mass 
transfer, gravity and centrifugal force (Kumar & Singh, 2012). According to Duffy and 
Wilson (1997), thin film flow can describe the dynamic balance between surface tension 
and viscous force in the thin film layer without gravity. Recently, various direct methods 
have been developed to solve particular problems (Ghawadri et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2020; 
Jikantoro et al., 2018; Haweel et al., 2018). The thin film flow problem can be represented 
by Equation 46:

        (46)

where
u(t) implies the cartesian coordinate system in flowing fluid, and we express f(u(t)) in 
various terms: 

                          

Here, we focus on solving the nonlinear thin film flow problem, which is utilised to 
demonstrate the fluid-depleting problem on a torrid surface as Equation 47.

      (47)
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The numerical curve of thin film flow is demonstrated in Figure 1 to exhibit the thin film 
flow model.

Figure 1. Numerical solution curves for thin film flow

For comparison purposes, the classical order 4 Runge-Kutta method with tremendously 
low step size, h = 10-6 is used to compare the selected methods for obtaining numerical 
approximation due to the absence of an exact solution in a thin film flow problem. Figure 
1 exhibits the numerical results of the Runge-Kutta method with step size h = 10-6 in 
solving problem 8. 

Figures 2 to 9 exhibit the performance of selected methods numerically measured 
through the maximum global truncation error against computational time. 

Figure 2. Numerical curves of selected methods of problem 1 with 
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Figure 3. Numerical curves of selected methods of problem 2 with 

Figure 4. Numerical curves of selected methods of problem 3 with 
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Figure 5. Numerical curves of selected methods of problem 4 with 

Figure 6. Numerical curves of selected methods of problem 5 with 
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Figure 7. Numerical curves of selected methods of problem 6 with h = 0.25, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.025 

Figure 8. Numerical curves of selected methods of problem 7 with 
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Figure 9. Numerical curves of selected methods of a thin film flow problem

The proposed methods, TDRKT methods fitting techniques are used to contrast with 
other existing numerical methods in solving third-order ordinary initial value problems 
with exponential and trigonometrical solutions based on a maximum global error against 
computation time. The numerical results are plotted in Figures 2 to 9. The numerical 
approach solves the selected problems by taking step size with smaller values for subsequent 
approximation and comparing the solutions to illustrate the convergence performance and 
accuracy curves obtained by all selected methods. Global errors obtained by all methods are 
getting lesser when the step size becomes smaller. It is because the local truncation error 
in approximating the numerical problem is reduced when the step size becomes smaller 
and causes the accuracy for the next approximation to become higher. Improved Runge-
Kutta comprises the previous step in the function evaluation, which highly improves the 
method’s accuracy. Hence, the results in Figures 2 to 5 clearly show that the EFIRKT6 
method outperforms EFTDRKT6, RKS6 and EFRKT5 methods for solving exponential 
third-order ODEs by yielding the lowest maximum global error in similar time computation 
with the same step size. RKS6 acquires a higher number of function evaluations because 
it requires converting higher-order differential equations into three first-order differential 
equations and solving them subsequently. Meanwhile, the complexity of function evaluation 
of the RK6 method is the least compared to the other three selected methods, causing the 
computation time is not too large comparatively. The complexity of each function evaluation 
for EFIRKT6 methods is higher than other existing methods because of the inclusion of 
derivative of f-evaluation; however, due to the advantage of a low number of function 
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evaluations and the extremely low global error, EFIRKT6 method is the best-performed 
method among the selected methods by generating the least maximum global error with 
similar computational time.

In addition, the TFIRKT6 method performs better than TFTDRKT6, ARK6 and 
TFRKT5 methods by obtaining the least maximum global error in integrating third-order 
ODEs with the oscillatory solution shown in Figures 6 to 8. The numerical curves are 
displayed in Figures 6 to 8 as the logarithms of maximum global errors are plotted against 
the computational time in seconds. Maximum global error obtained by all selected methods 
reduces readily as the step size becomes lower due to the convergence property acquired 
by all methods. Even though the complexity of the function for the TFIRKT6 method 
is higher compared to other methods, the number of function evaluations is one of the 
lowest in all selected methods, leading to low computation time. Improved Runge-Kutta-
type methods collocate with the fitting technique have the largest advantage in accuracy 
compared to other methods due to the inclusion of a few previous steps in approximating 
the next term. In dealing with third-order application problems, the EFIRKT6 method is 
more proficient than the selected existing methods in solving thin film flow problems by 
generating the least maximum global error for all step sizes compared to existing methods.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we combined two-derivative Runge-Kutta-type methods with exponentially 
and trigonometrically-fitting techniques by developing exponentially-fitted and 
trigonometrically-fitted explicit improved two-derivative Runge-Kutta type methods with 
three-stage sixth-order denoted as EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 methods respectively. This 
article contributes to constructing improved two-derivative Runge-Kutta-type methods. It 
demonstrates how to adopt exponentially-fitting and trigonometrically-fitting techniques 
on the proposed methods to solve third-order periodic and exponential third-order ODEs 
with a much lower time of computation. The formulation comprises the previous step, 
b-i, which vastly improves the accuracy of the existing two-derivative Runge-Kutta-type 
methods. Third and multiple fourth derivatives are formulated into the proposed methods 
to solve third-order ODEs in with exponential or oscillatory 
solutions. The order conditions of generally improved two-derivative Runge-Kutta-type 
methods are proposed. Then exponential and trigonometrical techniques are implemented 
to construct frequency-reliant coefficients which integrate exactly suitable exponential and 
trigonometrical polynomials with exponential and periodic types. 

Numerical tests prove the efficacy of EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 methods in solving 
third-order ODEs with exponential and trigonometrical solutions by generating the least 
maximum global error and low time of computation in similar step sizes when compared 
with other sixth-order existing methods. Through this research, a few topics can be explored. 
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EFIRKT6 and TFIRKT6 methods can be modified to solve and delay differential equations 
in the form of with the exponential 
and oscillatory solution. Also, the symmetric and symplectic properties can be adapted 
into exponentially-fitted and trigonometrically-fitted improved TDRKT methods to form 
modified methods with zero-dissipative and algebraically stable. Characterisations of 
symmetric and symplectic can be analysed, and numerical efficiency can be proved by 
solving oscillatory Hamiltonian systems effectively.
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